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Six years ago, when the Interfaith Health Program was
established, we hoped-and expected-to find, document
and recommend many examples of health projects con~
ducted by religious groups. We discovered dozens, but
almost before we could capture their "best practices," they
h ad mutated and blended: A soup kitchen turned into
a homeless shelter that turned into a substance abuse
recovery program that turned into a job training program
... and in delightful, hopeful, energetic ways these com~
plex and innovative structures expressed the phenomenal
convergence of faith and health. How could it be other~
wise? There is a movement here: alive, growing, drawing
in more and more of the nation's 350,000~plus houses of
worship and sending out millions of their faithful who
serve the full spectrum of humankind, the infants and
elderly, in the name of a compassionate and loving God.
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By Gary Gunderson

ith more than a third of a million houses of
worship scattered across the United States,
and a health sector that represents about 14
percent of aU economic activity, it is no wonder that
faith and health should intersect. Nor is it surprising
that their union is becoming not a collection of clever
projects, but something new and alive. Thus our question: How can we help it grow?
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and think of infrastructure: organizations, money, training programs,
volunteers, computers, and so on. Frankly, that part
strikes us as easy to understand. What is hard are
................................................... the relational networks. How are all
these activities connected, related,
Spirituality is not
................................................... coherent?
primarily about
Our colleague Bill Foege, senior
health
policy fellow for The Carter
longevity but about
Center, often points out that you
perspective-under, don't need to know where you are to
be there. But if you want to go somestanding where we
where else, you do. Likewise, you
fit, who we are in
don't have to know anything about a
movement to be part of it. But if you
relation to everyone
................................................... want to move quicker, deeper, and
and everything else. more effectively, you need to know
what's happening, who the key players
Integrating spiritual, are, and how you can effect change.
OME SEE THE MOVEMENT

ity into health strate,

··················································· Our work at The Carter Center-the
gies will not be sim, mission of the Interfaith Health Proply··~pd~g·~~·~; · gram-is to build the capacity for
................................................... collaboration between faith and health
organizations. This implies a change in
biomechanical tool
··················································· health's understanding to reflect the perinto the medical kit . spective of faith. It also implies a change
in faith's understanding to reflect the
insights of health.
is broader than the
public health sector, of course. It includes
hospitals, clinics, government and service organizations, insurance firms, research and development
organizations, disease groups,
and care-giving organizations.
And more. Thousands of

T

The convergence of faith
and health
presages new
dimensions
of health
and new
visions of
faith.

HE HEALTH COMMUNITY

groups and agencies contribute to the health of
people and communities. As important as they all
are, we regard public health as the primary partner
of faith communities.
The faith community is equally diverse and
complex. There are 4,000 U.S. connectional systems-denominations, orders, faith-based agencies.
There are ecumenical and social service organizations in every village. There are thousands of
health and educational organizations owned by
religious groups. As important as all these are, we
regard the 365,000 congregations that blanket the
rural and urban landscape as the primary partners
of the health community.

H

relate to each
other in the next century will reflect what we
hope, experience, fear, and aspire now in the formative years of the movement. The two communities have a parallel history marked by often surprising interwoven strands. A review of either's history
reveals influences from the other. What is new is
the active, open exploration of this cross-fertilization of ideas and practices.
That promises chaotic moments, but a longterm forecast of as-yet-undreamed-of organizations,
ideas, and projects.
Margaret Wheately, in her landmark book,
Leadership and the New Science, writes that organizational change which appears to be wild and unpredictable often organizes around deeply held visions
lived out by committed people doing what they
think is right. The faith and health movement
seems to be forming around those committed
groups of people who are trying to live out their
sense of rightness (and, we believe, righteousness)
around four basic tasks:
OW THESE TWO COMMUNITIES

1

LINKING PERSONAL SPIRITUALITY TO
PERSONAL HEALING AND WELLNESS. Much
of the millennia! fascination with spirituality is
shallow and even silly. But we find many deeply
reflective individuals in all sectors of faith and
health communities who offer strong argumentspersonal and scientific-for the salutary effects of
spirituality on health. This dialogue animates the
hallways and sometimes the main presentations
wherever the movement gathers, be it at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the
National Civic League, hospital board
rooms, The Carter Center, or the 44
medical schools that currently offer
courses on the subject. Institutional
and public strategies are being influenced by people who are demonstrating the links between faith and
health.

2

ALIGNING HEALTH
STRATEGIES WITH FAITHBASED STRUCTURES. Widespread
health-improvement strategies call for
stable structures, creative organizations,
converging systems, and wise regulatory
and political policies. Marc Freedman of
Civic Ventures argues that we are in a
time of great institutional creativity that
will be defined either by common hopes or
parochial fears. The fears are fueled by leaders who focus too narrowly on institutional
self-interest. Common hopes come from the
work of people who live on the boundaries
between large-scale organizations and community health-and-faith structures.

The skeleton of the faith-and-health movement is
comprised of the collaborative structures that connect
organizations. The movement is mostly made up of
many separate organizations that work together in
external, often ad hoc, structures. We will never find a
permanent home in which everyone is comfortable. We
don't need one. The skeleton locally, and at every level
of community, is a connectional structure that permits
us to learn from and to work with one another.

3

REDEFINING THE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF GOVERNMENT. In an era of downsized, less-committed government, the faith-andhealth movement cannot avoid being deeply
involved in the changing relationships among
public, private, for-profit, and charitable entities.
Government policy changes have direct, if unpredictable, effects on our corporate quality of life,
especially the life of those described by Jesus as
"the least of these." Religious groups are drawn in
to this unstable mixrure not only by their charitable capacities but also because they cannot duck
issues of justice, equity, or fairness. Informed as well
as compassionate, they are asking rigorous questions about health outcomes in a language flavored
and influenced by faith in a just God.

4

REVITALIZING THE MISSION OF coN1
GREGATIONS. The landmark study, American
Congregations, notes that local congregations preceded the formation of denominations, indeed the
formation of most permanent organizations in
America. "This is not to say that America is distinctively religious," write authors James P. Wind
and James W. Lewis. "But it is to say that American religion has been, and by and large remains,
distinctively congregational."
Wind, who is president of the Alban Institute,
suggested at a recent Carter Center meeting that
the lens of health may now offer thousands of
congregations a way of revisioning their mtdsion
and relationships to their surrounding communities;
such new vision may, he added, revitalize both.
At the heart of congregational life is faith formation-learning about, experiencing, and
expressing faith. Says Susan Thistlethwaite, president of Chicago Theological Seminary: "The real
difference in churches is not along the older doctrinal continuum of liberal vs. conservative but
between those who are alive because they h~ve
internalized the call 'to love God with your whole
heart and your neighbor as yourself' and thooe who
are dead to this call. When the call is alive, it is
visible in a vital worship life ... and clear sense of
purpose in mission."
It is modem to expect radical, rapid change in
almost everything that matters. But congregations
move slowly, adapting at a different pace. That is
the heart of the gift congregations provide to their
communities, the strength to endure.
Sociologist and religion researcher Nancy
Ammerman thinks of congregations as living
members of a community's social ecology-" living
networks of meaning and activity, constructed by
the individual and collective agents who inhabit
and sustain them."
They adapt and change, she adds, "even as they
breathe life into all who depend on their neighborhoods. They accompany, convene, and connect.
They story, bless, and give sanctuary. They pray.
These strengths mingle and blend over time,
uniquely reflecting the communities in which they
are expressed. This flexible expression makes possible the final strength-to endure."

Tiny, seemingly insignificant events in history can
shape-and often have shaped-the destiny of future
generations. This is why it is so important that we think
of this burgeoning faith-and-health movement in its
wholeness, stretching our awareness of its many facets
and relationships. Whom we relate to now, learn from
now, collaborate with now will certainly have extraordinary implications on our capacity to relate, learn,
collaborate-and accomplish-tomorrow. F&H

The Role of Faith
Communi~i~~T

in the Fait~ealth~
Movement

H

ealth and healing are at the heart of every
faith tradition we know. That is why there
has been more cooperation than conflict

between faith communities and health leaders over

the centuries of their parallel history of healing.
Faith groups started the first hospitals and have
invested billions of dollars in care facilities for the
broken and needy; they have trained chaplains and
placed them in both religious and public facilities.
The relationship between faith communities and
medicine has been mutually beneficial, as long as
each side respected the other.
The relationship between faith communities and
public health, though new and somewhat awkward
at times, has much greater potential than the rela1 ionship to

medicine. The latter depends on mutual

respect and cooperation in building and maintaining
institutions of healing, such as hospitals. The relationship between faith communities and public
health depends on collaboration in achieving common goals, such as the improvement of community
health. Most faith communities support the broad
agenda of public health, but they have their own
health agendas, based on unique traditions. They
want to be partners with public health, not simply
stepping stones to the community. Public health is
also eager for collaboration, but the relationship can
become tense when a public health goal, such as
"safe sex," runs counter to the moral guidance of
some faith traditions. Thus the relation of faith communities to public health is messier than with medicine, where the partners rarely talk to each other,
but much more productive in achieving beneficial
health outcomes.
The articles in this section sample health programs

Who is to be more feared: the husband who beats

and activities in the faith community.

• Dr. Kenya Nu-Man, a Muslim physician in Oak-

you or the authorities who might deport you if you

land who works with seven Bay Area mosques
engaged in health ministries, is profiled (right).

seek their protection? For possibly hundreds of immi--

• "Strong Partners" tells how foundations formed
from the sale of religious hospitals are using their

grant women in California's San Frnncisco Bay Area

resources to improve community health (page 5).
• Denominational efforts to improve children's
health is the theme of "Caring for All God's

-many of them Muslim-Kenya Nu--Man, M.D., is ...

C hildren" (page 6).
• Atlanta Health Ministries details a coalition of
Atlanta congregations that is making a difference in
community health (page 8) .
In every case, from individual initiatives

to

denomi-

national programs, the emphasis is on "applied
faith," the functional, life-changing belief patterns of
a people who recognize health as multidimensional:
body-and-soul, mind-and-heart. F&H
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By Karen Hill
r. Kenya Nu-Man, a 39-year-old obstetrician/gynecologist, is founder of Stepping Together, a nonprofit Islamic group
serving Oakland and the other 10 cities
in Alameda County. She's a native of New York
City who came west to attend medical school at
the University of California-San Francisco, then
decided to stay. She convened to Islam 18 years
ago. She's divorced, the mother of a 4-year-old girl,
with three part-time jobs: an ob/gyn clinician at
........................... ............ the Alameda County Medical Center; the
"When dealing medical director of a women's center for
········································ recovering addicts; and an HIV/women's
with domestic health researcher.
violence, one of Stepping Together is a small group, six or
........................................
seven people, with a big agenda: "To just
the traditional
improve life," Nu-Man said in a recent telephone interview. "I'm so blessed and fortutreatments is to
nate to be able to do the things I want to
do," she said. "I owe this to Allah. I don't
separate
the
........................................ feel good if the people around me are
wife and hus~
........................................ hurting."
In addition to domestic violence, the 13band. While
year-old group tackles poverty, homelessness,
this can be
the reorientation of people coming out of
prison, drug abuse, a variety of health probeffective, it's
lems, and teen issues. Stepping Together is
a
very
difficult
........................................ raising money for a women's shelter and a
prison halfway house. It sponsors health
step for Mus~
fairs, the most recent in East Oakland where
40 women received free mammograms and
lims because
........................................ breast exams-women who could not have
family is so
paid the $200 such tests usually cost. It provides
food, shelter, and clothing for people
important."
in crisis.
Money comes from grants and donations,
but group members also help. They know how to
navigate and network through the array of available social services and charities on behalf of those
who need help but fear asking for it, or who simply
don't know where to begin.
The group helps anyone but works more and
more with Muslims because members share that
culture with those seeking their help. They can
help with a deft touch, without pushing people
into uncomfortable or unfamiliar situations. About
half the Muslims they help are immigrants.

D
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here are no firm, recent
numbers on Alameda County's Islamic population, but about
800,000 Muslims Live in California, some 16 percent of the 5.1
million in the United States.
Many of California's Muslims
Live in the northern half of the
state, "heavy in the Bay Area,"
Nu-Man says.
Sometimes Stepping Together
simply helps other agencies learn
to operate within Muslim religious and cultural parameterssimple things Like remembering
to offer a nonpork alternative to
the pork chops and bacon-seasoned green beans served for
dinner at a prison halfway house
or not pairing a Muslim with a
roommate who smokes.
Sometimes it means patiently
knitting a network of new
friends for an immigrant wife trapped in a bad
marriage, far from anyone she knows and trusts.
"There are five pillars of Islam, and one of them
is charity," Nu-Man says. "Charity is the responsibility of every Muslim, on whatever level he or she
can do it. That's one of the things that's in our
favor.
"But for the most part in this country, charitable
groups are run by people of other faiths, not
focused on Muslims, and Muslims who needed help
have had to tum to these programs, even though
their workers didn't understand some of the decisions not to access help or delay help. We do
understand."
Sometimes, that means understanding just how
tightly Muslim culture binds together the family,
and how reluctant a woman will be to break those
cords even in a very bad situation.
Sometimes it means understanding that an
immigrant woman, usually the dependent of a
husband with a green card or permit to work in the
United States, is in real danger of deportation if
she Leaves him. If she involves the police, he may
be deported as an undesirable.

An ob/gyn physician, Kenya Nu-Man examines a patient at Alameda County Medical Center, one of her three jobs.

Sometimes the
family may have been
in this country for
several years; the prized
green card has lapsed,
but friends and assets
are here. If a woman
caLLs the authorities,
she or her family could
be sent back to a
homeland they no
longer know, where Life
might present an
entirely new set of
problems.
"When dealing
with domestic vioLence, one of the traditional treatments is to
separate the wife and
husband," Nu-Man
says. "While this can
be effective, it's a very
difficult step for Muslims because family is so
important. And then there's the green-card status."
It's a quandary she understands all too ~eLL. "I
was the victim of domestic violence, and it's a very
difficult thing," Nu-Man says. "I had one experience being hit while holding my daughter, and that
was enough. But my personal experience gives me
an understanding of what these sisters are ~oing
through."
"In a severe situation, a police report will be
filed," Nu-Man says firmly. "But for a woman to
bring an outside entity into her family ... it's hard.
We find other Muslim women who can help her
while she accepts the eventualities that her marriage isn't going to work, that her husband isn't
going to change. They can help her get a job, help
with her children, support her. It's an ongoing,
Long process."
That support is crucial, Nu-Man says, because
domestic violence is a "silent issue" in the masajics,
or congregations.
"We're just now hearing the imams (wisr men)
talking about domestic violence," she says. "Five
years ago, they were saying, 'We can't talk about
this."'
Those who think it's OK to hurt a spouse, who
cite one verse in the Koran that speaks of it, she
says, just don't get the big picture. "Muslims are
supposed to be Loved; oppression is not allowed. In
the Sunnah, or history of the Prophet Mohammed's
Life, he gives us explicit examples of how to
behave. He had several wives, but he didn't abuse
any of them. He was gentle and compassionate and
respected them."

O

ften, immigrant women are especially bewildered because their husbands didn't hurt them
back home, Nu-Man says.
"The problems come because they don't have
enough financial resources, they're worried about
their green-card status, they're trying to operate in
a society they're just not familiar with," she says.
Nu-Man cites a typical case:
A friend of a friend calls for help. Her husband
has beaten her, but she's afraid she'll be deported if
she Leaves him. They don't have enough food for
their 4-month-old baby.
The help this family needs and gets-food,
clothing, friendship-has nothing to do with religion, Nu-Man points out. Religion comes into play
only as it Leads those in need to people they're
comfortable asking for aid.
Focusing on the results, she says, is one way that
groups of all faiths can join together in charity. "As
best we can, given the differences that there are, we
can work to meet the one common goal of aiL faiths,
which is to help people improve their Lives." F6jH
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Wheat Ridge Ministries seeds global ministries

C

HJCA~Where there is healing, there is hope.
And where there is hope, you'll often find the
footprints of Wheat Ridge Ministries. The
Lutheran-affiliated organization takes its name from the
Colorado town where it founded a tuberculosis sanitorium in 1905. The facility was sold in 1960, and Wheat
Ridge Foundation was formed with headquarters in
Chicago. The word "ministries" replaced
.............................................. ..

Kansas Health
Foundation's
emphasis on
health is
demonstated
by these advertisements, prepared as public
service spots.

A Health Resource
Kansas Health Foundation seeks the health of the public
ICHITA-In the mid-1980s, Wesley
Medical Center was among the
largest and strongest hospitals in
Kansas, a high-profile symbol of the Methodist
church's commitment to providing health care.
So when hospital management proposed
selling the facility to a for-profit corporation and
deploying the assets in other health-related
areas, the idea was met with much consternation. In a sense, Wesley Medtcal Center had
been caught in its own success.
While Wesley was profitable, its directors
were concerned about the future in a market
wtth a growing number of empty hospital beds.
They decided the best long-term course would
be to sell the hospital and invest the assets with
the Kansas Health Foundation.
"As we thought about a different mission and
what we could do, it occurred to us that it might
work to convert the ho pital's assets and broaden
the mission," recalls Don Stewart, former Wesley Medical Center president and now a vice
president and senior advisor to the Kansas
Health Foundation.
Through an "intense educational process,"
Stewart and others outlined a new direction in
which the foundation would support health
maintenance, preventive care, and public initiati\> es to keep people healthy.

W

At a special conference, Methodist clergy
and laity "voted overwhelmingly to allow the
conversion," finalized in 1987.
Over the past 10 years, the Kansas Health
Foundation has validated the confidence and
vision that fostered its rebirth.
The foundation has supported community
health assessments, parenting education, childhood development, research, nutrition education and substance abuse prevention programs,
as well as served as an advocate for public
health in many other areas.
It has also provided health care scholarships
and supported curriculum development, endowing a distinguished professor chair at the University of Kansas to further communtty-based
health promotion activities.
At the same time, the foundation is working
to expand public awareness that "health care"
means more than doctors and ho pitals only.
The quality-and perhaps the future-of people's health is at stake.
"People see the hospital as the health
resource," Stewart says. "ln fact, it's the illness
resource. We spend billions of dollars on illness
care in this country but very few dollars on
preventive care. A llocating more of our assets
to a public health agenda may help tum that
around, and we'll all be healthier because of it."

"foundation" five years ago "to give our con.~~~~.. ~..~!?.?.~!..~~~.~?.!:.
stituencies a different mindset that we weren't and a commitment
just an organization with money to give away
but that we're relating to the larger communi- to partnering,
ty with a broad view of wellness and wholesupporting, encour
.................................................
ness," says Dr. Rich Simler, president of
Wheat Ridge Ministries.
aging and enabling,
When Wheat Ridge was established 3 7
rather than control,
years ago, the board of directors moved the
...............................................
institution from physical treatment for indiling, Wheat Ridge
viduals with a specific disease to a holistic
"wants to help
model that kept its former global outreach.
................................................ .
Today, Wheat Ridge seeds a variety of
people celebrate
initiatives related to broad health issues, from
life-in the name of
wellness programs in California to medical
.................................................
assistance for abandoned children in Brazil.
the healing Christ."
"We are Lutherans seeding new ministries
of health and hope in the name of the healing
Christ," he says. "We use 'health and hope' as
an umbrella term for our mission."
That mission primarily involves seeding a project or
idea with dollars and providing consultation to help get
started.
"We look for the unique kind of health and hope
ministries that maybe somebody else isn't funding," Simler says. "When that particular niche is filled, we look for
something else. Our interest is to support, encourage, and
enable ministries to happen rather than manage and
control them."
But money is only part of the Wheat Ridge story. "We
are strongly committed to partnering, collaborating, networking people with gifts to people with needs in a faith
community," Bimler says, "and that includes providing
people resources. We have ZO area representatives and
staff associates who are involved in various health and
hope ministries through consultations, visitations, support, and affirmation."
The wide range of Wheat Ridge Ministries not only
fosters community wellness but brings a new perspective
to faith as well. "We continue to encourage Lutherans to
become involved in different styles of ministry and to
become aware of what's going on in the rest of the
world," Simler says. "We want to help people celebrate
life-in the name of the healing Christ." F&H

A Broad Definition of Community Health
Mary Black Foundation funds a wide spectrum of projects in its South Carolina setting
PARTANBURG, S.C.- What is

S

health? To the trUStees of the
Mary Black Foundation, the
broad answer includes wellness promotion, disease prevention- and rebirth
of a city park.
During most of its ll years, the
Mary Black Foundation's primary
function was to raise money for Mary
Black Memorial Hospital in Spartanburg, the first private, not-for-profit
medical facility in the state.
When the hospital was sold two
summers ago, the foundation, as the
beneficiary of the sale, emerged as an
expanded, full-time philanthropic
organization dedicated to promoting
community health.
At the first talk of a sale, "we
began to look at how we would
respond," recalls Jan Yost, president of
the foundation. "Whether one creates
a new foundation or the proceeds go
imo an existing one, there first needs
to be a long, serious look at how those
assets can best be used in the communt ty. Rather than simply scatter funds,
we wanted to strategically place them."

Instead of earmarking funds for
indigent care, the foundation elected
to direct its activity toward disease
prevention and health promotion.
"That's what our health care delivery
system hasn't been doing well," Yost
says.
Further, the trUStees needed to
decide on worthy initiatives, then
solicit for proposals that would remedy
the defined problem. "We want
everyone to know where we want to go
and we want to go there together," he
adds.
One result was a blueprint for a
Family Support Center addressing a
range of needs, from prenatal care to
senior citizen activities.
Another grant is aimed at safety for
elderly persons. Working with the Red
C ross, the homes of senior citizens are
audited for safety, and volunteers
make whatever repairs are necessary.
The third grant provides a place for
families to walk, jog, play, and gather.
C leveland Park had gone to seed. The
grant not only helped restore the
park, but it also illustrated the founda-

tion's broad definition of a community
health asset.
After the sale of the hospital, says
Yost, "There was real tension to get
the money out into the community
quickly, but we wanted to do it right.
Somehow you have to do both at the
same time. You can't wait years to
make your first grant, but if you do it
in the first month or two, you know
you're not prepared.

"The concept of charity has
changed," she adds. "Today's need is
to use your funds to achieve some
sort of a change and difference in the
world, rather than just give to things
that feel good and sound good to
you.
"You have to figure out the best
way to use the money you have
because the needs are always far
greater than the money." F&H

A youngster plays in Cleveland Park, a project funded by the Mary Black Foundation.
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here could not have been a worse time for
a fire at Forest Elementary. Classes were
in session last year at the suburban Minneapolis school when the alarm sounded.
While all 150 children were ushered
safely from the building, they found themselves coatless
and shivering in the bracing Minnesota winter.
Fortunately, they knew exactly where to find shelter, at a community "outpost" just across the street.
The staff at St. ]ames Lutheran Church quickly
welcomed the children, wrapping them in quilts meant
for missions ooerseas, until worried parents and caregivers could take them home.

T
A

GROWING NUMBER OF DENOMINATIONS are
re-evaluating their responsibilities both
inside and outside of their respective
faiths, and establishing greater roles in their communities. In a sense, they are reaffirming the moral
obligations of their faith to deal with wider community issues such as poverty, health, and neighborhood cohesiveness. For these congregations, the
avenue of choice for addressing those issues is
through those most affected by them-children.
This shift in priorities is striking in its simplicity
and embraces the belief that healthy children are
the indispensable foundation of healthy communities. Funher, health is broadly defined with particular emphasis on the preventive maintenance of
young minds and bodies.
In fact, the capacity to mitigate most of the
primary health risks in children is already within
reach of faith groups and congregations, according
to Paul Boumbulian, vice president of Parkland
General Hospital in Dallas.
"The more important thing congregations can
do is provide a supportive environment for families
and help parents provide proper stimulation to
their children," he says. "The best people to do
that are the parents, but fami lies have a lot of
difficulties these days. Congregations can provide
support for those families and can do some of the
stimulation also."
Proper stimulation includes affection, comfort,
and n urturing-cuddling a baby, for exampleactivities that get neglected in some families, for
whatever reasons. Churches with day care or other
kinds of child care service can provide beneficial
stimulation through the warmth and caring of its
staff and the ambiance of its facilities.
"It's really basic stuff, and it doesn't cost anything," Boumbulian says. "Even the poorest congregation can do something to support families and
assist in the stimulation of children."
Such stimulation during the first three years of a
child's life is critical, he adds, because that's when
the biological pathways that establish a child's
coping skills are set. "If the brain has a chance to

Children
By Gary Goettling

develop properly, the child has a
better chance of being able to
cope more effectively with life
not only physiologically, but
also from the standpoint of
emotional intelligence.
Fewer of them drop out
of school, wind up in
jail-all those horrible
things for which we
pay a high social cost."
Neglect also carries
a high dollar cost,
believes Judson Hawke, speaking from the
standpoint of traditional medical care. A
pediatrician for 45 years, Hawke was
active in The Carter Center's Atlanta Project and
is currently associated with Scottish Rite Children's
Hospital in Atlanta. In his view, an active, preventive approach to health care not only avoids the
physical and emotional toll from illness, but it's
"the best way we can cut down the cost of health
care. Prevention co ts less, and the 'cure' is a whole
lot better."
Safety and preventive health measures already
exist such as using child safety sears in automobiles,
keeping household chemicals out of reach, and
making sure a child is properly immunized.
Yet even such basic safety measures are not
ahvays applied, often because people hold the mistaken belief that "it can't happen to me," Hawke
says. "There's tremendous power in prevention.
The faith community can truly begin to push this
issue and help to bring about a paradigm shift from
after-the-fact care to preventive medicine."

SAFE
HAVENS

T

HE EVANGELICAL
LUTHERAN

CHURCH OF
AMERJCA (ELCA), 5.5
million members strong in
nearly 11,000 congregations, has adopted seven
initiatives to guide its members into the next century. The first is a three-year plan called "Help the
Children."
"Our first strategy in that initiative is to invite
each of our congregations to declare itself a 'safe
haven' for children," says Joanne Negstad, executive director of Lutheran Services in America and

FOR

CHILDREN

The United Methodist "Bishop's Initiative on Children
and Poverty ~ has inspired many churches to increase
their ministries. First Methodist in Chambersburg, Pa.,
has strengthened its longtime community outreach,
with programs ranging from suppers for its downtown
neighbors to after-school tutoring (above) for children.

leadership ream chair for the ELCA initiative. "We
have two goals. One is that children be free from
fear, and the second is that children be safe to
grow. Our churches seemed the right place to begin
because they are among the few places where parents and children and families come together. So
we want them to be safe places not only in terms of
physical safeness but in terms of people safeness."
It's no accident that the students escaping the
fire in their school sought refuge at St. James
Lutheran, a literal and spiritual example of a safe
haven. The church has been engaged in several
partnerships with the school, including after-hours
sessions where children are tutored, read to, or
simply provided adult attention. On a neighborhood level, the church sponsors a street carnival
during the summer "where people can come and
enjoy being together," Negstad says.
"That congregation has reframed its life as a
mission outpost in the community. That's the kind
of thinking we're supporting on behalf of children."
A safe haven, in the context used by Lutherans,
is more than simply accessible church facilities and
greater participation in church life. It also connotes
more-active, higher-profile contributions from the
congregation to the community at large.
"A safe haven means creating a faith-based
teaching and learning environment that welcomes
all children and their caregivers," says Negstad,
noting that the ELCA plans to expand the number
of church-sponsored schools by 50 a year over the
next three years.
In addition, the safe-haven philosophy "advocates policies of justice on children's issues, directs
our resources to provide a sanctuary for children
after school and helps create a community that is
free from violence.
"But we're also concerned that the concept of
safe havens not be perceived as an inward effort,"
she says. "Congregations should see themselves as a
place for children of the whole community, not just
those of families who belong to that particular
congregation."
HILE SOME CONGREGATIONS may see child
safety strictly in terms of physical violence
affecting mostly other people in distant places,
Negstad argues for a broad interpretation.
"Families everywhere are struggling over power

W

Dr. Judson Hawke of Scottish Rite Children's Hospital in Atlanta: • A preventive approach to health care not only avoids
the physical and emotional toll from illness, but also prevention costs less, and the 'cure' is a whole lot better.·
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Children
of Promise
By

George Hewell, M.D., examines Anthony Salazar at the
Metrocrest Family Clinic in northwest Dallas. The clinic,
which provides low-cost health care to those in need, is
a ministry of two United Methodist Texas churches.

issul!S, economic issues, and children are often
paying the price," she says. "It's common to have
two parents working to pay the bills, and though
both are very concerned about their kids, there is
stre~ on that family's life. The children may be
ignnred ami their emotional needs not met as well
as their material need are met."
Emotional changes in family life can be illustrated with the ritual of the family meal, once a staple
of h .)me life, but now comparatively uncommon,
Neg-tad ay . But she also understands that while
changes cannot be avoided, they can be managed.
"We need to look at what family life is like
the-e days. It's not the same as it was a generation
ago, and it will be d1fferent a generation from now.
We need to be accepting of those changes, but at
the 'iame time understand the basic things we need
as h uman beings and the basic needs of children.
We mu t help people with the realities of family
life m way:. that allow them to nurture each other
and live in healthy relationships."

RESHAPING
THE UNITED
METHODIST
CHURCH

T

HE CoUNCIL
OF BISHOPS OF
THE UNITED

METHODISf CHURCH

has embraced an even

more ambitious task.
Its development and
endorsement of "The Bishops' Initiative on Children and Poverty" is aimed at reshaping the 8mil lton-member church into a ministry to children
and the impoverished.
The document outlining the initiative states:
"For the first time in history it is actually possible to
creare a world in which all children share in at least the
ba.~tc opportunities for life. The technical resources are
av(u/able w protect children from the most common

diseases, to provide them with the necessities of food,
shelter, clothing, and health care. For the most part, we
know what to do and how to do it. What is lacking are
the tision and the moral will. Vision and moral will are
the responstbtUties of the church."
O ne aspect of the Initiative is "A Church for
Allliod's Children," an effort to identify "activities
that a church can adopt to become more welcoming to ch1ldren and those who live in poverty, as
well as addressing thei r needs," says Mackie Norris.
"The original Method ist theology was founded
wid1 an emphasis on helping widows, orphans, and
poor people."
N oms, a consultant to the council,
will evaluate activities arising from
the initiative. They are grouped
inw nine imperatives that
begm wtth educating the
congregation to the needs of
chtldren-a priority, since all
othe r actions follow-to
pre\'enting child abuse and
helpmg children grow as
faithful C h ristians.
C reating awareness and
sensitivity are especially
important, says Norris, and
statt~tics help make her
point: Poverty afflicts onefifth of all children in
Amt rica, where a child

d ies from gunfire every two hours; malnutrition
kills 35,000 children worldwide every day; child
labor, often under dangerous conditions, is used in
some parts of the world to manufacture goods for
affluent Western nations.
Specifics supporting other areas are evolving but
typically 10clude activities ranging from childproofing church facilities to sponsoring parenting
classes, after-school activities, and health programs.
Congregational task forces are essential to guide
the process and develop local programs that further
the aims of the initiative.
Local congregations are more likely to embrace
the initiative when it's presented as an ongoing
ministry rather than a program with limited duration, Norris says.
"Some congregations get on-stream sooner than
others and will implement the initiative in different ways, depending on the demographics and
location of th e congregation," she says.
"If a congregation's median age is 59, for example, there may be some things they cannot do as
easily as a church with young adults and children.
But there are some things they can do, like providing after-school reading, mentoring-anything that
bring:. children into the life of the church."
Another attribute of creating a "church for all
God's children," particularly for the small and
medium-size churches that comprise the majority
of Methodist congregations, is that it doesn't add
new demands on the budget. Rather, it is a way of
defining and carrying out the church's mission.
From the standpoint of drawing children-and
by extension poor c h ildren, too-into the church,
a congregation may only need to brainstorm ways
youngsters can be more involved.
"Do you send all the children off to children's
church, or are there ways to involve them in worship services that help them express their own
understanding of theology?" Norris asks. "Afterschool programs, tutoring, intergenerational Bible
study groups--there are many things a church can
do to reach out to children."
Reach10g out to children has never been more
important. Consider that in the time it has taken
to read this article, a half-dozen children in the
United States have been placed at risk through
abuse or neglect. It is a problem that crosses economic and social lines.
Organizing church and community volunteers
to provide "safe corridors" for children walking to
and from sch ool is one no-cost idea tied to the
initiative. Regularly scheduled parent-support
groups and parenting classes a re two others.
"We all share the pain and the pleasure that
children bring," says the ELCA's Negstad. "We
need to get out of our little walls and our life that
can be so compartmentalized and share those relationships on a broader base in community."
Mackie Norris expresses it another way: "After
all, who can tum their back on children?" F&lt
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Rev. Fred D. Smith Jr., Ph.D.

ANY IN
THE JOSHUA ..
M
RAHAB
(;f.NERATION of
GENERATION young people
THIS

~uffcr as

much from moral powrty as they do

from social economic poverry. Moral poverty
1s the absence of at least one carmg adult to
teach a young person right from wrong. Moral
poverty is the ahandonmenr of youth to
unhealthy street cultures such as gang~. the
black-market drug economy, ;md prostitution
by those who arc supposed

to

love them.

Worst of all, moml poverty is the abuse of
young people by their guardians, as author
John Diliugio reminds us.
Society as a whole has no expectation that
they will match the achtevcment of prev1ou~
gcnemtions.
Thi~ generation suffers from :.uch low expcc-

tatiom it has been called the X Generation.
Some perceive many children born in our mner
cities and suffering from economic and moral
poverty as a nihilistic threat hcc:uLse they are
Without hope, mcanmg, or love. They have
been seen as super predators. In the Language
of public health, they are "children-at-risk."
The church in ib prophetiC role has the
responsibility of changing their name-from
children-at-risk to Children of Promise, from
the X Generation to the ]oshua-Rahab Generation. How? By reframing their stones 10 ltght

of the Judeo-Chnstian narrative of hope (the
complete story is told in the Old Te:.mmcnt,
Joshua 1-7}.
After the death of Mosc~. Joshua led the
chtldren born 10 the wilderness 10to the land
that God had promised. They became the
chosen generation, Children of the Prom1se.
Today's youth may be wandering in the
wilderness because we have failed th em. We of
the Me Generatton, obsessed with self-actualization, have left them alone to raise themselves.
Yet they, too, have a birthright hom of the
hlood, sweat, and tears of their forebears. They
deserve a promts.'iOry nolC that only our generation can provide.
I am proposing a discipleship program that
will develop young leaders who are courageous
and strong. Called "The Children of Promise

When a fire broke out in their school, children at Minneapolis' Forest Elementary crossed the street to St.
James Lutheran Church. They felt
safe and secure t here because
the church's community ministries had already established a bond of
friendship
with the
children.

Faith Communities Program," it is being
implemented at Atlanta Health Ministric~
(sec page 8). Its purpose is to activate youth as
a resource rather than as a cltent for our services. They wi ll be trained to become spiritual
leaders who impact a generari~m hy discipling
servant leaders. They will work with others in
their neighborhoods to create a violence-free
and drug-free "Beloved Community."
Our youth mu~t take the land.
They must be rrained to disciple others. No
one can do it for them, but rhcy need our
generation to equip them for the task.
lf we accept the challenge, they wtll
hecome God's Gang, a holy hip-hop
]oshua-Rahab Generation.
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T THE BEGINNING,

all was not well
in the planning
for a Health and
Wellness Day at St. Anthony's Catholic C hurch.
When the West End
Atlanta church's head congregational health promoter,
Melba Hill-Paschal, started
calling around for help, she
........................... ................. discovered that
"nonprofits don't
"We may not
............................................. offer services for
be able to
community programs anymore."
agree on how
Then she
communion is
called Ruth Harris,
her counterpart at
done or other
Shilo Baptist, and
like St. Anthony's,
doctrinal issues,
a participant in
but we can
Atlanta Health
Ministries.
agree that the
·············································
"She had done
health of our
screenings at her
church," Hillconstituents
............................................. Paschal says, "and
and of our
together we
worked it out
communities is
where I borrowed
important to us." some of her materials and literature,
and she provided
all the supplies for us to do
the diabetic and bloodpressure screening."

F

OR SOME CONGREGATIONS, sponsoring out-

reach health ministry programs is a great idea, but
fraught with great difficulties. Management and coordination of such programs
can be tricky. The sheer
enormity of the need may
stretch already-thin
resources beyond the capabilities of a single congregation or even a small community of churches. Plus, as
Hill-Paschal disA work group from
covered , nonprofit
Atlanta Health Ministries
groups that once
meets with Chambleesupported healthDoraville health
promoters.

related services either must
charge for their help, or they
don't have sufficient staff to
offer the help that's needed.
A group of AfricanAmerican churches in the
south metro area knew from
experience the value as well
as the constraints on their
community health initiatives. They had been one of
three congregational coalitions supported by The
Carter Center's Interfaith
Health Program. Now they
were ready to launch a program of their own, Atlanta
Health Ministries (AHM).
AHM provides an organizational and managerial
framework to foster cooperation and resource-sharing
among 14 member churches,
with offices located at Capital View United Methodist
C hurch.
Atlanta Health Ministries
is a resource center for congregations, says Fred Smith,
associate director of the
Interfaith Health Program at
The Carter Center and coordinator of its Communities
Collaboration Programs. "It
helps each church in its
health ministry by providing
technical assistance and
training and identifying
funding opportunities. It also
identifies interns from seminaries and schools of public
health who want to work
through faith communities."

W

ITH ASSISTANCE from

the Interfaith Health
Program, AHM was awarded
a Faith-in-Action Grant to
fund a coordinator and a
number of ministries related
to the elderly such as home
visits and transportation
services. O ther AHM initiatives include after-school
programs, summer camp and
mentoring for young people.

Support from the Cecil B.
Day Foundation is helping
establish a Youth Ministry
Development Program that
will provide peer outreach
for unchurched community
youth. Up to 50 young people will receive Leadership
training for the ministry.
The Day grant supports the
program on a schedule that
requires the church to
assume an increasing portion
of its cost over time.
Those young people will
also have an opportunity to
hone their leadership skills
at an upcoming "youth and
parent convocation," according to Smith. Sponsored in
conjunction with the Interdenominational Theological
Center, a coalition of black
seminaries, previous convocations have been wellpublicized and well-attended.
"It's a huge event that
draws hundreds of young
people and parents to share
their perspectives on issues
such as teen pregnancy,
violence prevention, peer
pressure, sexuality, and nutrition," says Smith. "Some of
the young people also perform dances or sing, so it's a
fun occasion as well."
The AHM structure also
helps congregations extend
their reach and broaden
their ministries that contribute to community health.
Says Smith, "We hope to
train a couple of people for
each congregation as lay
health promoters whose
responsibilities would be to
coordinate comprehensive
health-education programs.
Special emphasis would be
placed on issues such as
breast and prostate cancer,
nutrition, blood-pressure
screening, and child safety.

We also hope to include
more health fairs and similar
educational activities."
LTHOUGH THE IDEA of
church coalitions is not
new, AHM has a unique
focus in its health mission
and provides a unifying
framework to promote
greater efficiency and services coordination.
The basic health-ministry
structure of AHM mobilizes
the resources of both clergy
and laity. A Health Ministries Council, comprised of
pastors, is primarily concerned with structural issues
such as funding and staffing.
Lay health promoters in
each congregation focus on
health awareness in their
respective churches.
"Lay health promoters
and the pastors' board work
together as one organization
in AHM," Smith explains.
"AHM represents a new
understanding of healthy
congregations.
"At one time, the measures of success for a pastor

A

were how fast the congregation grew, the size of the
church's budget, and-in
many cases-the number of
ministries it supported," he
says. "That's changing. The
successful church in the next
century will be one that does
those things but also-perhaps primarily-promotes
health as broadly defined.
The successful church of the
future will be a place where
people can go to be healed
and to remain healthy-not
just the church members but
all the people in the neighborhood around it."
"We may not be able to
agree on how communion is
done or other doctrinal
issues, but we can agree that
the health of our constituen ts and our communities is
important to us," Smith
concludes. "So as we work
together on this issue of
health, we can develop
greater understanding and
familiarity with one another
and bring down some of those
walls between people of
different belief systems." f&H
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HEALTH CARE FAIR
cently a back-toschool Health Care
air was held in Shallowford Gardens, a lowim.omc housing unit in
northeast Atlanta. It was
sponsored by 25 congregatio ns of a multiethnic coalitl<m that had its origins, like
Atlanta Health Ministries,
in The Carter Center's
Atlanta Interfaith Health
Program.
Sam Bandela, a native of
India who has international
e>.perience as a coordinator
for Habitat for Humanity, is
thl' director of a ministry
center that houses the coalitio n. He has collaborated

lt

with St. Joseph's Hospital in
hiring a parish nurse with
community health skills to
train and coordinate the
activities of congregational
health promoters.
Under the direction of
the parish nurse, Jean Murphy, the Health Care Fair
was designed to meet the
multiple needs of mostly
immigrant children preparing for their first school
experience in the United
States. Rather than expecting the mothers, most of
whom do not speak Engli h,
to bring their children to
public health agencies for
their children's preschool
health screenings, Jean Murphy enlisted public health
nurses to come to Shallowford Gardens, where most of
the children reside.
There were opportunities
galore: messages on bike
safety and the danger of
drugs; low-cost bookbags and
shoes; head-lice exams and
haircuts; blood pressure
checks, and ouch!, the scary
blood screening for diabetes,
which even adults were
squeamish about but submitted to.
Like their parents, the
youngsters took the needle's

prick with various degrees of
courage. And for those
seeking the excitement of
something special, there
was face painting, which
added fun and diversity to
the day.
The Health Care Fair is
not just a one-time event for
the children in Shallowford
Gardens. The ChambleeDoraville Ministry Center
provides an after-school
program for them throughout the school year. F&H

Photography by
Mark Sandlin
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The Role of ~lie Health
in the Fai
ealth
Movement
" 7 'ese photographs were taken at an Atlanta Health
Care Fair, which helped mostly immigrant mothers
prepare their children for school (page 9). The fair
exemplifies how public health and faith communities
can collaborate to improve health. Such collaborations
have long been accepted by many public health leaders;

1

examples of •acceasful partnenhips can be found acrou
the country. Recently, however, new efforts have

expanded the recognition and advantages of faith/health
pannenhip&. In this aection, we exanune the million of
pub1k: health, what k conttibutes in partnerahtpa with
faith coaummities, and how it 11 promoting such pan~
nenbip among public health professionals.

Getting stuck
with a pin to draw
blood is no fun for
children or parents,
even if they
understand it's for
their own good.

The gow:mmemal public health system ia compriled of
more than 3.000 public health a,enda locared • the
dt'f or C!OUDtJ leveL Their abe aad the aervica o8'end
ate~ br the.- of the population lf:IVed. A

aubandal nannber mthese are amaH (42 pen:ent have
10 or her employee,), ~irvin~ eommunities with las
than~~ NtDetv pacent of health c~epart..
....-.~~with a populatioa prater

tbab. ~have I80I'e than 100 employees. AU are
supported br state and fedem1 health agendes that provide tedmicallllllltBDC:e and flaca1 reeourcea.
PUbliQ beali:h's de il to:
1. Piamore delnery of preventive health care to indi..
viduak and provide primary health care to families lack..

inl a aoutte cl medical care.
2. ~and deliver information about heabh con..
ditiORI an a community and ways of pevendng and con..
aolling the ill e«ecta of diaeaaes, injuries, and other

A haircut (right) is
no problem after
getting
stuck.

health hazatds.
3 C<inftne people and oqpmizations to unprove
htalth t'hmulh social acnon hued on public

aJI......,

health ~ieDce

. . . COinetstona

far rlfecrWe public lvt.rbJa DCaon ntetW

., . . . . GUr ~ ltetJlth jmJblems. It

-Edwald Baker, M.D., M P.H.
Alllltlnt SuiJeoo Oeneallllll Dlreaar cl the

Public Heakh Pnlctice Propn Offtce

at lhe Ceruen for 0 . . Conaol and Plevendon

Two sigDiftcant developments within the public health
oommunity give prominence to the value of partnenhips

with faith communities.
l. "A Caucus for Faith and Heahh (PIJI! J J)" outlines
the Caucus on Public Hmltb and Faith Communities
establi&bed by the American Public Health Auocaanon.
2. A recent forum of the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention on "Enpging Faith Communities as
Partners" is the basis for "A Forum for Faith and Health
(page 12)," which tells how a "Faith Interest Group" at
COC generated this forum for employees to demonstrate
the value of faith/health partnerships.

Will they h
balloons on my
chair in school?
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leaaed panidplna at abe 1994 meeting 10
"expand the public health envelope through
faith commmuty/public health partnerships."
Evans urged the assembly of mostly govern·
ment workers to find creative ways to collabo·
"A rich fabric of faith organizations exists in
the cathedrals, storefronts, synagogues, temples,
and mosques of our communities. They may be

T

o more effectively partner with the faith
community, public health must recogmze
1he enormous diversity among congregations.
There are differences in their under tanding
of authority and administration, their doctrines
and policies, their fundamental mission, and
their interest and skill in working with other
congregations and agencies. It makes no sense
to go to an African-Amencan church in the
inner city with public health materials that are
111 direct conflict with doctrines of that church.
In some congregations, it is best to approach
the pastor; in others the laity.
There are different types of churches, each
with a unique polity and style for health min11-try. Soctal-gospel churches are committed to
curing the ills of society and meeting the needs
of the distressed, the oppressed, the disenfranchised. They are open to outreach efforts. Evangelistic churches are committed to spreading
the gospel. They might see health care as a
means by which to share weightier matters than
the care of the body. Such churches may be
mterested in health education campaigns to
t(>ster their broader agenda. Liturgical churches
might find on-site, structured programs most
tdeal. Study-and-fellowship churches place
~tgnificant emphasis on personal growth and
development. An effective public health mitiauve in that setting might address issues of individual lifestyles and personal responsibility.
As institutions with a long tradition of
health and healing, faith groups are ideal partners for public health, but we must remember
that the partnership is a two-way collaboration
rather than regard faith groups as a means to
f(>ster a public health agenda. They are the
conscience of the community, advocates for the
poor and underserved, and often the first place
the needy go for help.
Public health professionals must be sensitive
ro both the gifts and the needs of the faith
community and respond appropriately. We must
nurture the relationships that will build this part·
nership around a common, enduring vision. F&H

approved in January 1996. The first Caucus paper
sessions were held at the 1996 annual meeting.
Because of the enthusiastic response, five
sesstom were scheduled for the 1997 gathering.

dedicated to improving the human condition,"

Below are excerpts from remarks made by pan-

Evans told the group. "That ts exactly what

elists at the opening se ion of this caucus. The

public health is about-improvement in the

topic: "Mobtlizing the Faith Commumty:

human condition."

Opportuni ties and Obstacles." (See "APHA

Focus on
the At--Risk

A ssistant Dean, Universtry of Tennessee Medical School;
P.tstor, St. AnJrcws AME Church

Evans proposed a permanent Caucus on Public

evangelical o r philosophical, but they are all

Evans' words received a ringmg endorsement

Rev. Kenneth Robinson, M.D.

health as a "calling" as much as a profession.
Health and Faith Communities, which was

rate with faith groups.

Appreciate Diversity

lalmt ~merest in fiddtJbealth parbllellbips on
the part c:l public health pro(easionals, many of
them people of faith who were drawn to public

Nancy Zionts,
Semor Program Dire.:tor, Jewtsh
Healrhcare Foundauon

e use the resources of
our found.,cion, created
by the sale of a religious hospital, to mobilize faith communities in using public
health strategies in responding to the needs of the elder·
ly, the indigent, and the
underserved.
This mission is at the heart
of Jewish tradition. Practically, that expresses itself in
grant-making in our community-community planning,
community convening, and
policy and advocacy workall focused on populations
that are most at risk.
This is the right time for
faith-based health foundations to be mobilizing faith
communities. Economic
forces in managed care and a
consensus about the impor·
tance of community health
put faith communities at the
center of any future strategy
to improve health.
Recently, the Jewish
Healthcare Foundation convened SIX other Jewish foundations with a similar mission
to explore ways of working
together. The assembled
foundations represented close
to $1 billion dollars in health
care assets, and that is only
six among 100 new faithbased foundations.
Imagine what might be
accomplished if those funds
are used with care and
wisdom to mobilize the
churches, temples, and
mosques that already are the
most stable, trusted social
institutions in underserved
communities. f&'H

W

Caucus" on page 14 under Organizations.) r&H

Set Future..-Oriented Goals
William Foege, M.D., M.P.H.
Distinguished Professor of International Health,
Emory Univcrsiry School of Public Health,
Senior Health Policy Fellow, The Caner Center

t took almost 100 years before medical missions in foreign
countries began to think in terms of disease prevention. That
long period of incubation culminated in the remark................... .. ........................ .
able story of what happened when a missionary
A commun_~.f?..~~~~
reported a case of smallpox in a small Nigeria outsystem consists of
post. Since the vaccination supply was limited, the
a complex network
missionaries served as a surveillance team to report
................................................
on such outbreaks, and the small supply of vaccine
of loosely connected
was used to contain them.
This shift from mass vaccination to surveillance
organizations;
containment changed the strategy for smallpox eradi- ............................................
primary are public
cation in the world.
That was 30 years ago, and it has taken us that
health agencies 1
··················· .................... .. ...
long in this country to get to the same place.
hospitals I long~term
What are our opportunities now?
• First and foremost, train religious and public
care facilities 1 and
health professionals to integrate their disciplines.
• Second, annually update and continually inspire
the next generation of public health students.
social service
• Finally, encourage faith groups to do what CDC
cannot do: advocate for programs in public health.
agencies
such
as
...........
.................... .....
What if we lobbied for child-health programs, for
food banks and
equity in mental health treatment, for anti-tobacco
legislation, the way the faith-based, hunger lobby
homeless shelters.
Bread for the World advocated in 1985 against reducing child urvival money in the U .S. budget? FortyEqually important
thousand letters to members of Congress not only
for community
reinstated the money the White House had removed ....................... ............. ...
but also added $100 million more.
health are schools I
The challenge for the future is to unite the com·
parks and recreation
munity of faith and the community of public health
in writing the history of public health for the next
areas I public safety 1
thousand years.
and I of course I faith~
We must keep the focus on health, not religious
differences.
based organizations.
We must broaden our scope until there is no part
of life beyond the interest of public health workers.
We must find the resources, both public and pri·
vate, to support faith/health programs.
We must have impeccable science.
We must accept ambiguity, the messiness that is part of any
movement, confident that-just as with evolution-what works
gets repeated.
We do not know what stars look like today. A ll we know is
what they looked like a thousand or a million years ago, because
that is what we see. Five hundred years from now, people will
know next to nothing about us, but the world in which they
live will be a direct result of what we do today.
We wi ll continue to shine if we get it right. F&H
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Senror Planner, South Carolina Department
of Health and Envuonmental Control

S

T

he Centers for Disease Conrrol and
Prevention (CDC), a governmen t
agency with a public h ealth mission, is

sensitive to the constitution al principle of the
separation of church and sta te. Yet in late
1997, the C DC sponsored an educational
forum on "Engaging Faith Communities as
Partners in Improving Commun ity Health."
In his remarks, David Satcher, M.D., M.P.H .,
director of the C DC (now U .S. S urgeon General), noted that engaging faith organizations
in the CDC's work was not new; he encouraged participants to explore ways to broade n

........................... .. ..................... and deepen those relationsh ips.
"In partnership development, we

The
challenge
....................................................
government workers
face is to serve as

aspire to have all public h ealth
agencies involved with faith organi-

.................................................... zations in their communities,"

~:_~~.. ?.f...~..~?::~.
stitutional principle
separating church
and state without
violating the vision of
....................................................
faith that enhances
....................................................
the health of people
of faith. To the extent
that they succeed,
state,sponsored
....................................................
faith/health partner,
ships will flourish."

Satcher told panicipants. "They
represent the values of communities,
and these values are at the heart of
many of our most diffic ult social
health concerns today, such as teen
pregnancy, violence, HIV, and
tobacco use. It is through diverse
community collaboration and
action-not confrontation- that we
will find common ground for effec-

outh Carolina has a long history of partnership between public health and faith commun ities. Teen pregnancy prevention was the first
program sponsored jointly by the State Health
Depanment a nd a faith group. Training lay
health advocates in rural churches quickly followed. The State Health Depanment contracted
with an interfaith group to man age a successful
program in prenatal care and care of fa milies,
c urrently located in a church.
The state and faith commun ities jointly
sponsored AIDS Care Teams, health promotion
in congregations, and breast cancer awareness
programs.
Though the constitutional issue of separation
between c hurch and state was never raised, a
question about purchasing an adven isement in a
religious publication prompted the Executive
Managemen t Team to develop guidelines to
protect faith/health pannershi ps from violating
the establishmen t clause.
These guidelines fu nction as questions to
check off when making decisions about forming
pannerships with faith groups.
• Can this partnersh ip be perceived as promoting a panicular faith?
• Do we respond in the same ma nner to all
requests? Fo r example, if we do a health fair
for a Baptist gro up on Saturday, are we willing
to do a fai r for a Jewish or Seventh Day
Adventist group on Sunday?
• Can paymen ts to a congregation for services,
suc h as the use of a facility or the provision of
food for a sponsored event, be justified by objective criteria, such as conven ience of location or
availability of space?
• Have we made a good-faith effort to notify all
faith community groups about the availability of

tive resolution and prevention of

Ruth Martin discusses DHEC's teenage pregnancy
report with representatives of faith organizations.
programs and services in their area?
These guidelines are gen eral. Legal counsel
may be needed for specific questions. For example, what if a congregation asks the state to print
a manual for a health promotion program that
has de monstrated its worth ? The relevant legal
question is whether the material in the manual
was general enough for all faith communities to
use. If not, printing the manual could be perceived as promoting a panicular faith .
The South Caro lina Department of Health
believes it can best fulfill its mission to improve
the health of citizens throughout the state
through pannerships with faith communities,
man y of them strategically located in underserved rural areas. Those with responsibilities for
these partnerships, most of whom are themselves
people of faith, profoundly respect the vision of
faith communities and know well tha t their
vision fosters hope and health. A s government
workers, they face the challenge of serving as
guardians of the constitutional principle separating church and state without violating the vision
of faith that enhances the health of people of
faith. To the extent that they succeed, state-sponsored faith/health partnerships will flourish. f&H

these social health concerns."
Three panels discussed faith and
health issues.
One topic, "The Science-Base
Supponing Faith and Health Pan-

For the "Betterment of Public Health"
Daniel Riedford
Office of the General Counse~ The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

nerships," srressed that C DC-supponed programs-and partnerships-must be based on
the best science available for evaluating their
effectiveness.
Another panel focused on "Practice Models
in Faith and Health Partnerships." A fter a
review of religious pannership histo ry at CDC,
some examples of CDC pannerships with the
faith community were presented.
The othe r panel, fa r from sidestepping the
issue of church -state relationships, addressed
the issue in light of C DC's partnership mission.
From this discussion of church and state issues,
including theoretical and practical points of
view, we draw our excerpts.

I

n the First Amendment to
the Constitution known as
the "Establishment C lause" the
Founding Fathers stated:
Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment. of

religion , or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof. ..
Those sixteen simple words
have lead to thousands of court
decisions about what is and is
not proper for the government
to do in regard to religion.
Fortuna tely, the Constitutional standard can be summarized in simply:
• Keep religion out of gove rnme nt
• Keep government out of
religion.
Those two ele ments reflect
the Founding Fathers' philosophy that church and state
should be separated. However,
they do not mean that religion
and the governme nt cannot
h ave anything to do with each
other. O r the government be
an adversary of religion and
religious groups. The government is only required to be
n eutral. The Supre me Coun
developed a three-part test for
deciding if statures or other
governmental action in validly
advance or inhibit religions if:
1. The action has a secular
purpose;

2. Its primary effect neither
advances nor inhibits religion;
and
3. It does not foste r excessive governme ntal entanglement with religion.
This test is an exercise in
common sense. A statute or
other government action does
not violate the Establishment
C lause me rely because its purpose happens to coincide with
the ten ets of one or more religions. For example, murder,
adultery, theft, and similar
offenses are forbidden by the
Judea-Christian heritage, as
signified by the Ten Commandmen ts. That fact does not
detract in any way from the
valid government inte rest in
public policy safety and order
that is served by laws making
those activities illegal. Similarly, state programs that provide
books, bus service, and lunches
for students attending both
public and sectarian sch ools
may inciden tally benefit the
sectarian schools by allowing
them to focus more resources
on religious ac tivities. However, the programs do not run
afoul of the Constitution's
Establishment C lause because
their primary effect- inc reasing
the opportunities for all studen ts to learn- is neutral.
Finally, while the ban on
excessive entangleme nts essen tially fo rbids government span-

sorship or active invo lveme nt
in religious activity, the Federal
government may provide grants
and loans for the consrruction
of academic facilities at colleges
and universities, including
church-related institutions, so
long as the facilities are not
used for religious purposes.
A government program
tha t seeks to involve or interact
with a religious group or organizations is required to have a
valid secular purpose, which
rranslates for CDC into a valid
public health purpose. That
standard applies regardless of
whether the project includes
religious organizations as panners. When the primary effect
of any program sponsored by
CDC is the betterment of public health, then the religious
affiliation of CDC's partners
should be a moot point.
N o program should foster
excessive governmental entangleme nts with religion. The
sh on er the time frame and the
more focussed the goal of the
program, the less likely it is to
run afoul of this rule. Diffuse or
vaguely-defined goals invite the
blurring of program and religious agendas. Similarly, complex long-term projects necessarily require a heightened level
of government oversight and
involvement in partners' activities, which could lead to excessive entangle ments.
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n the growing movement of faith and health, a
new linkage is evolving among seminaries,
health professions schools, and communities.
There, in the academic environment where future
religious and health leaders are trained, professors
committed to both faith and health are shaping
and -;ensitizing their students to these important
dimensions in the development of human wellness.
With encouragement from The Carter Center's
Interfaith Health Program and initial funding from
the John Templeton Foundation, five Faith and
Health Consortium sites have been created. Each
promotes curriculum development that includes
interdisciplinary educational ventures, continuing
education for religious and health leaders, and
research of best practices in faith and health programs where academic and community leaders
collaborate toward the goal of perpetuating healthy
communities.
Each consortium site is a community-campus
partnership with a unique focus on the link
berween health and faith at both the theoretical
and praxis levels. Collaboration on campus and in
the community prepares current and future religiou~ and health leaders to look for opportunities
to work together for community health.
At each site, there is at minimum a relationship
of a school of public health and a seminary or
school of theology, with additional partners from
schools of nursing, medicine, and/or social work,
and community organizations, health initiatives,
and congregations.

Health Consortium. State Department of Health
professionals have a long history of working with
faith groups to improve health. They welcomed the
opportunity to join forces with the statewide Christian Action Council and faculty from the University of South Carolina and a local Lutheran seminary
to csrablish a Faith and Health Consortium site.
Making a difference meant increased efforts
were needed to develop future leaders and
strengthen practicing professionals.
The South Carolina site of the Faith and
Health Consortium (PFHC) now has a formal
agreement between the University of South Carolina School of Public Health and Lutheran Theological Southern Seminary, with the South Carolina

Christian Council serving as fiscal agent. Additional members include represenratives of the
University of South Carolina School of Nursing,
Lutheran Homes of South Carolina, and the South
Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control.
The PFHC is implementing its first-year activities. These include:
• Sponsoring a conference for religious and
health leaders on issues related to faith and health,
disciplinary, and interdisciplinary curriculum
development.
• Identifying practice settings where students,
faculty, and practicing professionals can collaborate.
• Developing research methods and evaluation
approaches to study faith-and-health linkages.
Making a difference is both a challenge and an
opportunity for religious and health leaders in both
academy and community to engage in leadership
development for healthier communities.

arul the larger the church, the more likely the church would be to collaborate with the health department to
address problems of community health such as violence prevention, AIDS prevention, and teen pregnancy. This confirms the importance of educating and training future health and religious leaders ."
-Stephen Thomas, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Emory University School of Public Health.

St. Louis Faitr&-Iealth Consortium
T. LoUIS UNIVERSITY is

unique among FHC
schools: It is a faith-based
Jc:;uit university that has its
own School of Public Health,
the o nly such school in Missouri. Located in the urban
center of St. Louis, the university has distinguished itself as a
health science institution,
while at the same time acting
upon its mission to serve the
disenfranchised and marginalized through research and
community service.
~haron Homan, associate
professor of biosratistics, leads
the St. Louis Faith and Health
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By Franz. Wenger

"A recent study of black churches identified two strong indicators of church involvement in community
outreach: the education level of the minister and the size of the church. The higher the level of education
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' V Jhy and how did these sites develop? ConsidW er South Carolina's Palmetto Faith and

CARTER

Consortium. Honored as the
1996 Woman of the Year at St.
Louis University, she was
described as a person of "conscience, commitment, and
accomplishment." Her leadership in forming St. Louis FHC
is a natural progression of her
research, teaching, and community service. As she personally and professionally wrestles
with the injustices of society,
she draws colleagues, students,
and community residents into
working relationships. She
enthusiastically engages others
in promoting the integration of
faith and health.

Homan's recent article in

Health Education and Behavior
describes the partnership
between a grassroots rural faith
community, Whole Health
Outreach, and the School of
Public Health to prevent family violence and promote
health. The faith dimension is
at the core of the partnership,
says Homan, and finds expression in a commitment to social
justice supported by education,
service, and research. "Faith
has a central role in this collaborative effort of working with
poor families in rural Missouri,"
Homan concludes. f&H

The Pittsburgh Area
Consortium of
Faith and Health
"My hope for the Seminary is that we will be a
major player regionally, nationally, and internationally , pointing the churches and society toward
the Kingdom of God. Such a dream can only
happen as we work together in partnership, submitting ourselves daily to the unfolding of God's
will."
-Carnegie Samuel Call ian
President and Professor of Theology,
Pittsburgh Theological Seminary

A

T PITTSBURGH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

(PT'S), Callian's vision is finding concrete
expression in the work of the Pittsburgh Area
Consortium of Faith and Health (PACFAH),
based on the PT'S campus.
Under the guidance of Dr. Ronald ColeTurner, professor of theol....................................... .............................
'The Faith and Health
ogy and ethics, PACFAH
members use theology and ······································································
the health sciences as the
Consortium provides a
context for understanding
creative forum to bring
the meaning of human
······································································
health.
together a variety of
Partnering with PTS is
individuals, institutions, and
the School of Public
Health at the University
community organizations
of Pittsburgh. With strong ......................................................................
with differing points of
leadership from Dean
...................................................................
Donald Mattison and
view, bonded together by
Assistant Dean Yvette
Lamb, the school not only a common belief that the
helped esrablish the
faith/health continuum
consortium, it also has
touted the values of this
enhances the weU-being
......................................................................
program in the larger
of individuals, families
public health community.
The consortium also
and communities."
has lively community
- Rev. Doug Ransheim
participatio n. Doug Ronsheim, M. Div., director of
the Pittsburgh Pastoral
Institute, is a leader in Family and Youth
2000, a project that is strengthening families
and youth in the East End of Pittsburgh. In
addition, Ronsheim bridges the gap between
community and academia by teaching a
course, "Building Interdisciplinary
Partnerships," in the School of Public Health.

F&-1
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HAT ARE RESOURCES?

Writing this column I
asked myself, "What do
people need to promote wholeness,
to create whole communities?" The
first definition of resource in the
Oxford English Dictionary is "a means
of supplying some want or deficiency; a stock or reserve upon which
one can draw when necessary."
This raises another question
when writing a resource column:

How do you know what people want
or need! What weU do they need to
draw from! And harder still, what if
the time they are reading the column is
not "when necessary?"
In our travels around the country, Interfaith Health staffers spend
a great deal of time listening and
learning from others. These encounters have enriched our understanding of what a resource is in the work
of faith and health.
A resource we have discovered is
a living thing, a being or a connection to a being, an experience. We
meet people who are seeking others
with whom they can share their
vision. Hope-a key faith and
health resource-is a shared experience. There are many who Long to
be inspired and inspire others, who
need a place to share and hear others' stories. Most of us desire to
know how to learn from others in a
way that affinns our own hope.
I urge you to seek the living
connections from this smorgasbord
of resources, the people behind the
program and the Local groups and
members of national networks in
your community. Create opportunities to share the lessons learned and
the inspiration that motivates us for
ministry.

Journals
ADVANCES is a journal of mindbody health published by the Fetzer
Institute. It is the most sophisticated periodical available for informed
discussion of the latest research and
most contentious issues in mindbody studies.
Particularly
engaging in its
quarterly issues is
the practice of
beginning with a
provocative essay
by a well-known
authority and
inviting responses to the essay
by experts in
the field. An
example is the Fall Issue,
1993 (Vol. 9, No. 4) lead article,
"Is There Evidence for Spiritual
Healing?" Ten experts offered
commentary, including Harold
Koenig and David Larson, leading
researchers in this area. Though
most issues focus rather narrowly on
the relationship of body and mind,
relational and social factors are not
ignored. The September 1994 (Vol.

10, No. 3) issue contained an oftquoted essay by Aaron Antonovsky,
"A Sociological Critique of the
'Well-Being' Movement," with
comments by Larry Dossey and
Theodore Pincus, among others.
Each issue also contains abstracts of
recently published field studies and
book reviews.
• Available from The Subscription
Department AVN, P.O. Box 3000,
Denville, NJ 07834.

Books
HEALING AND TRANSFORMATION: INTO THE IMAGE &
LIKENESS OF GOD by Kenneth
Bakken and Kathleen Hofeller.
Dr. Bakken, a physician and
Lutheran pastor, is a well-known
author and lecturer on the church's
health and healing ministry. Formerly on the faculty of Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, he has
established holistic clinics on both
the East and West Coast.
• Available in October 1998 from
Seraphim Communications, (800) 7333413.
CULTNATlNG WHOLENESS: A
GUIDE TO CARE
AND COUNSELING
IN FAITH COMMUNITIES by Margaret
Kornfeld.
This practical,
comprehensive,
contemporary
guide to community care and
counseling aims
to prepare those who
would help all who suffer emotionally with an emphasis on wholeness,
on the dynamics of change, on an
inclusive understanding of spirituality, on community, as not only the
context for healing but also the
means by which healing happens,
and on the caregiver/counselor, who
these days is as likely to be a lay
person as a member of the clergy.
• The Continuum Publishing
Company, 370 Lexington Ave., New
York, NY 10017

Organizations
CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND
provides a strong, effective voice for
the children of America who cannot vote, lobby, or speak for themselves. They offer special resource
materials for "Faithful Advocates"
to implement Children's Sabbath
celebrations every October.
• 25 E St. N.W., Washington, DC
20001, (202) 628-8787, <www.childrensdefense.org>.
APHA CAUCUS ON PUBLIC
HEALTH AND FAITH
COMMUNITIES
The APHA annual meeting is Nov.
15-19, 1998, in Washington, D.C.
• Chair is Yvonne Lewis, F.A.C.E.D.
2712 N. Saginaw, Suite 115, Flint, Ml
48504 (810) 232-7733, E-mail: <yvonlewis@ hotmail.com>.

HEALTH
MINISTRIES
ASSOCIATION
A global interfaith
membership organization, HMA is
committed to
encouraging, supporting, and developing whole-person ministries in
faith groups and the communities
they serve.
• 1930 Cedar St.. Ramona, CA
92065, (800) 280-9919
or (937) 227-9454
COALITION FOR HEALTHIER
C ITIES AND COMMUNITIES
A partnership of entities from the
public, private, and nonprofit sectors collaborates to focus attention
and resources on improving the
health and quality of life of communities through community-based
development.
• (312) 422-2635, <www.healthycommunities.org>.
INTERNATIONAL PARJSH
NURSE RESOURCE CENTER
A reference center for information,
education, and consultations related
to the development of parish nurse
programs.
• 205 W. Touhy Ave., Suite 104, Park
Ridge, IL 60016, (800) 5565368, <www. advocatehealth.com/
s1tes/pnursctr.html>.

Search contributes to
the knowledge base
about youth development by translating
high-quality research on
children and youth into
practical ideas, tools, services, and
resources for families, neighborhoods, schools, organizations, and
communities. Their materials are
useful in faith communities.
• 700 South Third St., Suite 210,
Minneapolis, MN 55415-1138, (800)
888-7828, <www.searchinstitute.org>.

Manuals
CHILD ABUSE: EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS, A RESOURCE BOOK
FOR FAITH COMMUNITIES
A resource for those who need to
know where to turn if child abuse is
suspected, this manual points out
what the faith community can do to
prevent child abuse. It was designed
for the Dallas community but is a
great model for what can be done in
other communities.
• Cost: $10 from Martha Stowe at
the Greater Dallas Injury Prevention
Center, 6300 Harry Hines Blvd., Suite
300, Dallas, TX 75235, (214) 590-4461 .
CONGREGATIONAL HEALTH
MINISTRIES RESOURCES
The United Methodists list on their
Web site a host of reasonably priced
resources developed for congregations to use for developing a health
ministry. One recently updated

manual is Health for All

Program Manual.
• <http://gbgmumc.org/
programs/congmin> or
by phone (800) 3059857. Many denominations have health ministry resource
materials. Contact the national office of
your denomination.

VOLUNTEER MARKETPLACE
RESOURCES, 1998 CATALOG
With more than 150 informationpacked books, tool kits, workbooks,
training manuals, and videos. It
contains a special section on Mobilizing Ministries-an important
approach to utilizing the assets of
older adults in congregations, the
way of our future!
• Points of Light Institute, (800) 2728306.
PRINCIPLES OF COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
A document of practical guidelines
for public health professionals and
community leaders for engaging the
public in community decisionmaking and action for health promotion, health protection, and
disease prevention.
• Printable from this Web site
address: <www.cdc.gov/phppo/pce/>.
READY. SET. IT'S EVERYWHERE
YOU GO!: A GUIDE FOR
DEVELOPING PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY PROGRAMS AND
EVENTS.
• Free. Order by mail or fax: Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention,
NuPAC- Mail Stop K-46, 4770 Buford
Highway, Atlanta, GA 30341, FAX (770)
488-5473.

Videos
THE HEALING TEAM: AN
INTRODUCTION TO HEALTH
MINISTRY AND PARISH
NURSING
This 22-minute video depicts the
various aspects of health ministry in
congregations and community. It is
a useful educational tool for
faith
~--~~~
communities
and educational
and health
care institutions/
agencies.
• Video and
shipping: $18.
Bay Area Health Ministries, 70 West
Clay Park. San Francisco, CA 91121 .
FAX (415) 221-8835.
THE JOURNEY TOWARD
WHOLENESS
A six-part video series with leader's
guide for parish nurses and other
ministers of health and healing.
(This resource is an adjunct to
Healing and Transformation, see

Books).
• Available in October 1998, from
Seraphim Communications, (800) 7333413.
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Choices in Healing: Integrating
rhe Besr of Conventional and
Complementary Approaches ro
Cancer. By Michael Leamer.
Cambridge, Mass: the MIT
Press, 1997
Review by Tom Droege
Edttor, Faith&Health

ichael Lerner is president
and founder of Commonweal, a health and environmental research institute in
&1linas, California. He co-founded
the Commonweal Cancer Help
Program, which was featured in Bill
Moyer's prize-winning PBS series
Healing and the Mind. Lerner
served as special consultant to the
U.S. Congress Office of Technology
A~sessment for its "Unconventional
Cancer Treatments" study.
One-third of Americans use
nontraditional medical alternatives.
Alternative medical therapies now
constitute a multibillion-dollar
inJustry in the United States alone.
Yet few people are sufficiemly
knowledgeable and dispassionate
enough to guide patients in making
decisions that are literally a maner
of life and death for them.
Lerner is qualified to do that as
he guides us through the morass of
alternatives. Isolated success stories
arl' not equivalent to sciemific
scrutiny in assessing the value of
any therapy, conventional or
unconventional. At the same time,
psycholog•cal, social, nutritional,
environmental, and piritual factors
should not be dismissed because
there is insufficient scientific evidence to demonstrate their effectiveness.
Lerner makes a useful distinction
b('lween alternative and compleml·ntary cancer therapies. An alternative therapy is a substitute for
ml dical treatment while compleml ntary therapies are used in addinon to conventional cancer care.
lluoughout the book, Lerner argues
for mtegraring complementary
approaches to conventional treatment. Though he freely offers his
own opinions, his assessments are
consistently balanced and fair.

M

This book will be valuable ro
health professionals in the field of
cancer, but its chief value is for
cancer patients, who must make the
difficult treatment choices. The
most succe ful cancer patients,
both in quality of life and longevity,
are those who become knowledgeable about their disease and assume
the final responsibility for choices
in their treatment. Choices in Healing is by far the best and most comprehensive introduction to the
many alternatives that are available.
One of the goals of FAITH &
HEALTH has been to encourage
readers to become more responsible
for their own health. Despite our
best efforts, people will continue to
be burdened with disease. Michael
Lerner reminds us that we do not
become less responsible for our
health at that point. We remain the
principal agents in charting the
course of our healing, using both
conventional and complementary
methods of treatment. This book
makes the journey much richer for
tho e seeking information and
alternatives as they grow toward
wholeness.

Deeply Woven Roots:
Improving the Quality of Life in
Your Community. By Gary
Gunderson, Minneapolis,
MN: Fonress Press, 1997
Review by Susan Thistlemwaite
President, Chicago Theological Seminary

cripture calls us to be "restorers of broken walls, rebuilders
of house in ruins." But scripture does not tell us how to mix
cement or how to mortar a wall.
Gary Gunderson does.
As social structures crumble
around us, who can help rebuild
them? The congregation can-the
congregation that exhibits the eight
strengths Gunderson describes.
It seems that everyone todaygovernment, social service agencies,
not-for-profits, health care
providers--are all discovering religious communities. They want to
"borrow the power to persuade" (p.
95) without understanding where

S

that power comes from. The power
comes from the "deeply woven
roots" in community that religious
congregations nurture. But usually
"the humble-scale congregational
life is far beneath the view of most
global visionaries." (p.11)
Health is broadly defined in this
book. Access or denial of access to
education, housing, safety, employment and food are the fundamental
indicators of an individual's prospects for well-being; Gunderson
understands that they are also the
fundamental indicators of society's
prospects for well-being.
What he calls health is what the
Hebrew Bible calls Shalom. God
intends that the world be whole,
well and one. The forces that break,
divide, and impede Shalom are sin.
What religious communities can
contribute is that in their being as
congregations they have strengths
that are not easily duplicated by any
other force in society.
These strengths are: to accompany, to convene, to connect, to tell
stories, to give sanctuary, to ble , to
pray, and to endure. What they
have in common is relationaliry.
Congregations have the capacity to
bind up the society and deeply
connect people one to another.
They extend "the capacity to participate in human community" (p.?).
Gunderson is not idealistic about
religious communities. He observes
that many congregations "are nearly
toxic." "Families with members who
are wounded, disabled, unusual m
any way can tell chilling stories of
how congregations deepened
wounds rather than healing them"
(p.l8). In fact, in any community,
about "10 percent of the congregation does almost all the significant
community work."
One of the delightful aspects of
this book is the calm integration of
low-tech, "the committee meeting,
the most despised tool for change
we have" {p. 61), and the hightech, the use of the Internet. I visited the Web site established by the
Interfaith Health Program. It
includes syllabi from schools of
public health, medicine, nursing,
social services, and theology, and a

description of and invitation tO the
Faith and Health Consortium, a
group of institutional partners envisioned by the Interfaith Health
Program; discussion group ; and
organizational link options.
Throughout the book, E-mail, the
Internet, chat rooms, and computers
are recommended side-by-side with
talking over coffee, keeping a
Rolodex up to date, and singing.
"Sol Alinsky warned that one
should never go up
against a group that
sings together" (p.38).
Gathering and
singing, convening,
connecting, praying,
blessing, enduringthese matter in a world
where the root cause of
violence is "rooted in
tribalism- the reflex to
fear those who are different, to define as 'us' a
smaller and smaller circle
of people" (p.43). That means, of
course, that many congregations
deformed by racism, sexism, homophobia, or classism need to be reformed across the boundaries of
difference. Otherwise, the very
power of the congregation to convene, to sing, to bless, to pray, to
endure becomes the strength of the
hate group, where these very powerful activities are used in the service
of making the boundaries of 'us' and
'them' even more visible and rigid.
The Klu Klux Klan has a Web site,
too, and a very sophisticated one.
I wish the need to reform 'toxic'
communities and some concrete
recommendations on how to do
that had been a more central aspect
of this fine book. Good suggestions
are scattered throughout; l thought
they deserved a special section.
There are not many books I read
that have the capacity to bring such
moral clarity to a subject, as well as
the kind of hope that starts deep in
the problems and wells up to the
heart and then to the head because
you just found that in someplace,
somebody is already doing what
needs to be done. All we really
need to do is learn about it and do
it some more. Honestly. f6jl t

MORE HEALTH NOTES
O PPORTUNITIES ... About onetlmd of the children who qualify for
government-assi ted health care are
not registered. Experts believe
ell her parents are unaware of their
eligible benefits or are afraid of
enrolling m government programs.
- NPRNews
WHEW! People in the United
States are breathing cleaner air
today than they did 10 years ago.
Among the improvements since
1985: Smog levels dropped 12 percent; lead levels decreased 86 percent; carbon monoxide levels
declined 28 percent. Maybe the
1990 C lean Air Act is working after
al l! - Shape Magatine

PASS THE WHAT? ... WHAT
ABOUT STEAK? The world's most
perfect food? A Mexican might
think of rice, pinto beans, and
jalapeno peppers. An Italian might
envision a plate of white cannellini
beans and rice laced with tomatoes.
In Bombay, an Indian might choose
curried chickpeas and rice.
They're all right about two ingredients: beans and rice. Rice is a
complex carbohydrate that boasts
all eight essential amino acids, the
building blocks for strong muscles.
Beans are an excellent source of
protein and iron and contain B
vitamins, folic acid, and zinc.
Together they form the world's most

perfect food: very low in fat, full of
fiber, and given their nutritional
punch, relatively low in calories.
-SELF Magatine
AND WITH THOSE BEANS
AND RICE ... Regular wine drinking cuts your risk of heart trouble by
up to 50 percent, and moderate
drinking can be more healthful than
not drinking at all. Alcohol keeps
the arteries clear by reducing the
stickiness of blood platelets-tiny
blood cells that can cling to fatty
deposits in the arteries and promote
clogging. And alcohol increases
HDL, the "good" cholesterol.
Whether it's better to drink wine
or beer or liquor hasn't been con-

elusively determined. But excessive
drinking is known to be very detrimental to health. -Newsweek
DO UNTO OTHERS ... Studies
show that helping others helps
those with illnesses. From 3,296
responses of people surveyed in
volunteer organizations nationwide,
specific health benefits were reported from helping others. Among
them: relief from chronic headaches, back pain, and stomach
aches. They also experienced fewer
or less-severe colds and relief from
symptoms of chronic diseases such
as asthma and arthritis. Many also
reported that eating and sleeping
habits improved. - Fitness Magatine
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